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VVEERRTTIICCAALL  BBLLIINNDDSS  
 

VINYL VERTICAL BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B01 

 

DESCRIPTION 
The supreme quality of Vinyl Vertical Blinds 

offered by us is available in attractive colors, 

patterns and designs. These are mainly used in 

various places like offices, conference rooms and 

homes. The main purpose of using Vinyl Vertical 

Blinds is to provide excellent privacy and protection 

from the truant weather. Our entire collection of 

Vinyl Vertical Blinds can also be customized as per 

the exact requirements made by our esteemed 

clients. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 
 Easy to install 

 Clean stylish look 

 Longer service life 

 Smooth finishing 

 

INTERIOR VERTICAL 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO. : SEP-B02 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are offering our clients an exclusive assortment 

of Interior Vertical Blinds which is extensively 

demanded in homes, offices and other structures. 

Designed using best quality brass wood and other 

wood, these Interior Vertical Blinds add charm and 

style to the interiors. Apart from enhancing the 

beauty of the place, these Interior Vertical Blinds 

prevent moisture and dust from entering into rooms. 

Being a customer centric organization, we offer 

these sturdy and low maintenance Interior Vertical 

Blinds at competitive prices. 
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MOTORIZED VENETERIAL 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO. : SEP-B03  

 

DESCRIPTION 
Our company is offering a comprehensive range of 

Motorized Veneterial Blinds. These blinds are used 

in offices for window covering. The entire range is 

offered as per the needs of our clients. 
 

SHASHANK VERTICAL 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B04 

 

DESCRIPTION 
Keeping track of latest market development, we are 

devotedly engaged in offering a wide array of 

Shashank Vertical Blinds. The offered blinds are 

applicable in various houses and offices for creating 

an attractive environment. 
 

SILVER VERTICAL BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B05 

       

DESCRIPTION   
Our collection of custom Silver Vertical Blinds 

combines beauty, ease of maintenance and excellent 

light control with a rich variety of textures, colors 

and patterns. Vertical Blinds are perfect for 

practically anywhere in your office and home. 
 

GOLD VERTICAL BLINDS 

MODEL NO.: SEP-B06 

 

DESCRIPTION 

Gold Vertical blinds are widely used in offices, 

conference rooms and homes. These are made from 

vinyl, aluminum and fabric and slide from side to 

side, which makes this ideal for sliding doors and 

large windows as they allow desired space. 
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DIAMOND VERTICAL 

BLINDS 

MODEL NO.: SEP-B07 
 

DESCRIPTION 

We offer quality range of Diamond Vertical Blinds 

which is designed with a smooth and fine finish. 

These can be easily installed as well as removed in 

case of any damage, without any distortion in the 

shade. 
 

PLATINUM VERTICAL 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B08 

 

DESCRIPTION 

Keeping track of latest market development, we 

offer a wide array of Platinum Vertical Blinds. The 

offered blinds are applicable in various houses and 

offices for creating an attractive environment. 
 

TULIPS VERTICAL BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B09 

 

DESCRIPTION 

We offer a wide range of Tulips Vertical Blinds to 

our most valuable customers. These blinds are 

widely used in offices, hotels, resorts, meeting 

rooms and personal living rooms. Our blinds are 

widely appreciated for their fast operations. 

 

PEARL VERTICAL BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B10 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are extremely emerged in offering Pearl 

Vertical Blinds, manufactured by our talented 

professionals, acquiring vast industry-experience 

and knowledge in this concern. The offered vertical 

blinds are available in various customized options 

as per demand. 
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RROOLLLLEERR  BBLLIINNDDSS  

 
 

TRANSLUCENT ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B11 

 

DESCRIPTION 

We provide Translucent Roller Blinds that beautify 

the windows and give a classy look to the room. 

Designed by using quality basic material, our 

product range is available in various shapes and 

sizes to choose from. The Translucent Roller Blinds 

can also be customized as per the specific 

requirements made by our esteemed clients spread 

across the nation. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 

 Supreme styling 

 Warm and natural 

 User friendly interface 

 Easy operation for various options 

 Provides most precise control on heat and light 

 

BLACKOUT ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B12 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We offer an extensive array of Blackout Roller 

Blinds that is available in different options and 

accessories. These are designed uniquely by our 

efficient professionals to assure flexibility in 

window treatment. Further, these are acknowledged 

for their distinctive features like flame retardant 

finish and user-friendly interface. 
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SUNSCREEN ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B13 

 

DESCRIPTION 
Sun Screen Roller Blinds are manufactured using 

quality material bases sourced from trusted vendors 

of market. Sun Screen Roller Blind can reflect up to 

90% of the Sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays without 

blocking outside view. Further, these can be availed 

in different colors and other options as per the 

requirements of our esteemed clients 

 

TRANSLUCENT PRINTED 

ROLLER BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B14 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are the leading manufacturer and supplier of 

printed roller blinds across the globe. The function 

of roller blinds is to not only insulate buildings but 

to shade as well. It lower noise in rooms and cut 

heating cost. Roller blinds meet the requirements of 

the most demanding customers with its good look 

and longevity. The fabric used in these blinds stops 

the daylight and darkens the room. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 
 Extra light control 

 Elegant look 

 Easy to clean 

 

BLACKOUT PRINTED 

ROLLER BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B15 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are the leading manufacturer and supplier of 

blackout printed roller blinds across the globe. The 

function of blackout roller blinds is to not only 

insulate buildings but to shade as well. It lower 
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noise in rooms and cut heating cost. Roller blinds 

meet the requirements of the most demanding 

customers. Its printed design looks beautiful and 

appealing to the eyes. 

 

SUNSCREEN DESIGNER 

ROLLER BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B16 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are well known manufacturer and supplier of 

wide range of Sunscreen Designer Roller 

Blinds which can also be customized as per the 

needs and requirements of the clients. It adds a 

touch of sophistication to the interior of rooms 

offering full ventilation. These blinds are highly 

appreciated by the clients due to its high-grade 

quality. Following are features of the product: 

 Extremely enchanting colors 

 Various color combination 

 Durability 

FOLDED ROLLER BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B17 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in offering our clients with an 

unmatched range of Folded Roller Blinds which is 

the most preferred choices of the client across the 

nation. These blinds are reckoned for their clean 

lines, contemporary feel, smooth finish and elegant 

designing. Our blinds add beauty to the overall 

appearance of the room and surrounding. They also 

block outside light efficiently. Features of our range 

are as follows: 

 
 Simple 

 Light management 

 Maximum view 

 Huge fabric range 
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JUTE FINISHED ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B18 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are one of the prominent manufacturers and 

suppliers of Jute Finished Roller Blinds. These are 

manufactured using superior material with apt 

technology. The blinds offered by us are ideal 

solution for protecting furnishings from sunlight 

and security as well. It finds application in wide 

windows in institutions, households, offices and 

complexes. Clients can avail these at affordable 

price range. Following are the salient features: 

 
 Stylish fabrication 

 Comprehensive finish 

 Convenient usage 

 

NET PRINTED ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B19 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are one of the prominent manufacturers and 

suppliers of Net Printed Roller Blinds. These are 

manufactured using superior material with apt 

technology. The blinds offered by us are ideal 

solution for protecting furnishings from sunlight 

and security as well. It finds application in for wide 

windows in institutions, households, offices and 

complexes. Clients can avail this affordable price 

range. 
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ECO BLACKOUT ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B20 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a 

comprehensive range of Eco Blackout Roller 

Blinds to our clients based across the India. These 

blinds are widely used in houses, offices, hotels and 

restaurants. Our range of blinds is available in a 

spectrum of elegant colors and finishes, which are 

extremely appealing. Moreover, the products 

offered by us are available in customized form also. 
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MMOOTTOORRIIZZEEDD  BBLLIINNDDSS  

 

ROMAN BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B21 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We offer our distinguished customers a wide range 

of Roman Blinds which is immensely used to 

decorate windows in homes, hotels, offices and 

other segments. Developed from highest quality 

materials as per the prerequisite quality standards, 

these Roman Blinds are stylish, elegant in 

appearance and highly affordable. Available in a 

variety of innovative designs, brilliant colors and 

patterns, these blinds are suitable for controlling 

heat and light from entering the rooms. We can also 

provide customization facility in terms of fabric, 

style, color and sizes to attain maximum client 

satisfaction.  

 

 

WOODEN BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B22 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We offer a wide array of Wooden Venetian Blinds 

that is made of supreme quality brass wood or other 

hardwood. These are widely appreciated by our 

valued clients for their distinctive features like 

cheap, easier to clean, longer service life and 

durable finish standards. Our clients prefer these 

blinds for their drawing halls, study rooms and 

definitely for commercial settings as it enhances 

looks of any decor. 

 

BAMBOO BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B23 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We offer our clients a wide range of bamboo blinds 

that includes Roman bamboo blinds and rollup 

bamboo blinds. These bamboo blinds create a magic 
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in the ambience and gives a soothing feel to the 

rooms. 

 

CHICK BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B24 

 

DESCRIPTION 
Clients can avail from us an extensive array of 

Bamboo Chick Blinds which is available in wide 

variety of patterns, colors and textures. Acclaimed 

by clients for their elegant looks, durability and 

smooth finish, these Bamboo Chick Blinds are 

fabricated from premium grade materials. Our 

Bamboo Chick Blinds are resistant to wear, termite 

and weather and provided to clients at nominal 

market rates. 

 

ZEBRA BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B25 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We offer a wide range of Zebra Blinds that are 

fabricated as per the requirements of our esteemed 

clients. Zebra Blinds are mainly used in Homes, 

Offices and Corporate Houses. The entire range of 

Zebra Blinds is designed specifically, which does 

not allow entry of moisture and dust in the room. 

Easy to clean, these are manufactured using 

premium quality material which is obtained from 

the reliable vendors of market. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 

 Fine finishing 

 User friendly interface 

 Easy to install 

 Available in various colors, textures and 

patterns 

 Easy to clean 
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VVEENNEETTIIAANN  BBLLIINNDDSS  

 

WOODEN VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B26 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We offer a wide array of Wooden Venetian 

Blinds that is made of supreme quality brass wood 

and other hardwood. These are widely appreciated 

by our valued clients for their distinctive features 

like cheap, easier to clean, longer service life and 

durable finish standards. Our clients prefer these 

blinds for their drawing halls, study rooms and 

definitely for commercial settings as it enhances 

looks of any decor. 

 

REGULAR VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B27 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are well known manufacturer and supplier of 

wide range of Regular Venetian Blinds which can 

also be customized as per the need and requirement 

of the clients. It adds a touch of sophistication to the 

interior of rooms offering full ventilation. These 

blinds are highly appreciated by the clients due to 

its high-grade quality. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 

 
 Durability 

 Extremely enchanting colors 

 Various color combination 
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METALLIC VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B28 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in offering extremely 

appealing Metallic Venetian Blinds, which are very 

popular among the clients. It provides partial 

privacy when open and complete privacy when 

closed. Clients can avail these superior quality 

blinds at cost-effective rates. These blinds prevent 

dust entry and moisture. Various outstanding 

features of the product offered by us are as follows: 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 

 
 Highly durable 

 Excellent finish 

 Extremely appealing 

 

PERFORATED VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B29 

 
DESCRIPTION 

We are engaged in offering our clients with an 

unmatched range of Perforated Venetian 

blinds which is the most preferred choices of the 

client across the nation. These blinds are reckoned 

for their clean lines, contemporary feel, smooth 

finish and elegant designing. Our blinds add beauty 

to the overall appearance of the room and 

surrounding. These also offer better light block out 

vertical blinds. Features of our range are as follows. 

  

SALIENT FEATURES 

 

 Simple 

 Light management 

 Maximum view 

 Huge fabric range 
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PRINTED VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B30 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in offering extremely 

appealing Printed Venetian blinds, which are very 

popular among the clients. It provides partial 

privacy when open and complete privacy when 

closed. Clients can avail these superior quality 

blinds at cost-effective rates. These blinds prevent 

dust entry and moisture. Various outstanding 

features of the product offered by us are as follows. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 

 Highly durable 

 Excellent finish 

 Extremely appealing 

WOOD FINISHED VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B31 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are well known manufacturer and supplier of 

wide range of Wood Finished Venetian Blinds, 

which can also be customized as per the needs and 

requirements of the clients. It adds a touch of 

sophistication to the interior of rooms offering full 

ventilation. These blinds are highly appreciated by 

the clients due to its high-grade quality. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 

 Durability 

 Extremely enchanting colors 

 Various color combination 
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BBAAMMBBOOOO  BBLLIINNDDSS  

 

ROMAN BAMBOO BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B32 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 
Avail from an exclusive range of Roman Bamboo 

Blinds that is specifically designed by keeping into 

view the interior as well as exterior decor. These 

can also be availed in plethora of mesmerizing 

weaves, designs and finishes. Our entire gamut of 

Roman Bamboo Blinds can be customized as per 

the specified requirements made by our valued 

customers. These are attached with a roll-up 

functioning with which it can be tilted up and down 

easily as per the requirements. Further, these 

bamboo blinds create a magic in the ambience and 

gives a soothing feel to the rooms. 

 

ROLL UP BAMBOO BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B33 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 
We offer an exotic variety of Rollup Bamboo 

Blinds which adds extra beauty to the house. The 

Rollup Bamboo Blinds are available in different 

kinds of painted colors and can be customized as 

per the clients’ requirements. Further, these are 

widely appreciated by our clients for their 

following  

 

SALIENT FEATURES 

 
 Clean and classy looks 

 Smooth finish & floorings 

 Longer service life 

 Available in roller mechanism 
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SANDAL BAMBOO BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B34 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a 

comprehensive range of Sandal Bamboo Blinds to 

our clients based across the India. These blinds are 

widely used in houses, offices, hotels and 

restaurants. Our range of blinds is available in a 

spectrum of elegant colors and finishes, which are 

extremely appealing. Moreover, the products 

offered by us are available in customized form also. 
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WWIINNDDOOWW  AAWWNNIINNGGSS  
  

 

WINDOW AWNINGS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B35 

 

DESCRIPTION 
 

Our Window Awnings are designed in compliance 

with the defined domain guidelines and offered in 

diverse colors and textures to suit the preferences of 

clients. These are sturdy in design, easy to install 

and require no maintenance. The highly attractive 

and are long lasting. Window Awnings can be 

availed by our elite customers at competitive prices. 
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ZZEEBBRRAA  BBLLIINNDDSS  
 

REGULAR ZEBRA ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B36 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a 

comprehensive range of Regular Zebra Roller 

Blinds to our clients. These blinds are widely used 

in houses, offices, hotels and restaurants. Our range 

of blinds is available in a spectrum of elegant colors 

and finishes, which are extremely appealing. 

Moreover, the products offered by us are available 

in customized form also. 

 

 

LINNET ZEBRA ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B37 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a 

comprehensive range of Regular Zebra Roller 

Blinds to our clients. These blinds are widely used 

in houses, offices, hotels and restaurants. Our range 

of blinds is available in a spectrum of elegant colors 

and finishes, which are extremely appealing. 

Moreover, the products offered by us are available 

in customized form also. 
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FOLDED DESIGNER ZEBRA 

ROLLER BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B38 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are one of the prominent manufacturers and 

suppliers of Folded Designer Zebra Roller Blinds. 

These are manufactured using superior material 

with apt technology. The blinds offered by us are 

ideal solution for protecting furnishings from 

sunlight and security as well. It finds application in 

for wide windows in institutions, households, 

offices and complexes. Clients can avail these 

blinds at affordable price range. 

 

 

LINNET BLACK OUT ZEBRA 

ROLLER BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B39 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are one of the prominent manufacturers and 

suppliers of Linnet Blackout Zebra Roller Blinds. 

These are manufactured using superior material 

with apt technology. The blinds offered by us are 

ideal solution for protecting furnishings from 

sunlight and security as well. It finds application in 

for wide windows in institutions, households, 

offices and complexes. Clients can avail these 

blinds at affordable price range. 
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WWOOOODDEENN  VVEENNEETTIIAANN  BBLLIINNDDSS  
  

ROYAL WOOD VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B40 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are one of the leading names in manufacturing 

and supplying Royal Wood Venetian Blind across 

the globe. Our range of this includes Decorative 

Blinds and Decorative Wooden Blinds. These are 

manufactured from brass wood and other 

hardwoods, which gives classy and clean looks to 

any decor. In addition to this, clients can also avail 

from us all types of fancy Motorized Blinds, Chick 

Blinds and Official Blinds. 

 

BASS WOOD VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B41 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are one of the leading names in manufacturing 

and supplying Bass Wood Printed Venetian Blind 

across the globe. Our range of this includes 

Decorative Blinds and Decorative Wooden Blinds. 

These are manufactured from brass wood and other 

hardwoods, which give classy and clean looks to 

any decor. In addition to this, clients can also avail 

from us all types of fancy Motorized Blinds, Chick 

Blinds and Official Blinds. 

 

BASS WOOD PAINTED 

VENETIAN BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B42 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in offering extremely 

appealing Basswood Painted Venetian Blind, which 

are very popular among the clients. It provides 

partial privacy when open and complete privacy 
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when closed. Clients can avail these superior quality 

blinds at cost-effective rates. These blinds prevent 

dust entry and moisture. Various outstanding 

features of the product offered by us are as follows. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 
 Highly durable 

 Excellent finish 

 Extremely appealing 

 

MICRO WOOD VENETIAN 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B43 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are one of the renowned manufacturers and 

suppliers of Micro wood Venetian Blinds. These are 

handmade and varnished at both the sides. Clients 

can also avail from us the customized designs with 

the help our experts. It is designed with solid 

integrated wood head rail and therefore it can be 

easily maintained and installed. We have designed 

cord lock and guided pulley in the bamboo blinds to 

ensure smooth and lasting operations. 
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TTRRIIPPLLEE  BBLLIINNDDSS  
  

TRIPLE LAYER ROLLER 

BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B44 
 

DESCRIPTION 
Our company is engaged in offering a 

comprehensive range of Triple Layer Roller Blind. 

The Vertical Blinds offered by us are used in offices 

for window covering. These durable products are 

highly acclaimed for their aesthetic appeal and for 

being low-maintenance. Our vertical blinds provide 

an attractive look to the interiors and can be cleaned 

with ease. The entire range is offered as per the 

needs of our clients. 

 

HHAANNAASS  BBLLIINNDDSS  
  

HANAS VERTICAL BLINDS 
MODEL NO.: SEP-B45 
 

DESCRIPTION 
We are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a 

comprehensive range of Hanas Vertical Blinds to 

our clients based across the India. These blinds are 

widely used in houses, offices, hotels and 

restaurants. Our range of blinds is available in a 

spectrum of elegant colors and finishes, which are 

extremely appealing. Moreover, the products 

offered by us are available in customized form also. 

 


